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Acommon task faced by systems administrators is to dis-
cover and document characteristics of the systems under

their watch. The related searches to determine these charac-
teristics frequently include identifying all hardware components,
operating system revision or patch levels, operating parameters
such as networking information, and installed software.
Many times, systems administrators will also need to identify
running or installed processes and services.

Depending on your environment, there are various strategies
you can use to identify these system elements. If you happen
to work in a Microsoft Windows environment, Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI) may be leveraged as
one strategy to collect this data across your network.

This article describes WMI and how to work with it using
Perl on Win32 systems. Example code will demonstrate
using Perl to query one or more servers to determine the
installed memory and type and report this to standard output.
The most important elements of the article are to illustrate
WMI and provide pointers to some sources of information
that will help you to write useful scripts for your environment.

WHAT IS WMI, ANYWAY?

Although it has not always been so, Microsoft of late have
been implementing a number of technologies that lend them-
selves and Windows NT/2000 to automation and scripting.
These features allow one to write and test repeatable and
reusable scripts, which if properly used and implemented can
enhance one’s productivity and the quality of work life.

Some of these newer features include the Windows Script
Host (WSH), which is the mechanism that allows various script-
ing languages to take advantage of the exposure of various
objects, methods, and properties of the operating system. Almost
all of the WSH documentation is written to JScript and VBScript,
however, Perl also can take advantage of the WSH as well.

Another important step towards script-friendly implemen-
tation of network server management is Active Directory
Services Interface. This technology provides the abstract
interface and framework for communicating between Active
Directory and, for example x.500, LDAP, and the Windows
NT directory service.

Finally, Microsoft has implemented the Desktop
Management Task Force’s Web-Based Enterprise Management
(WBEM) as Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI).
When implemented on a machine, this will create and main-
tain a remotely accessible database of information of virtually
every imaginable facet of its host, including hardware,
processes, events, and more. This database updates automat-
ically, can be accessed remotely, and operations allow reading
and writing of values. In some ways, WBEM and Microsoft’s
implementation, WMI, can be compared to the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) Management Information
Base (MIB).

GETTING TO WORK

My organization is a small and growing software develop-
ment company. Our core server environment is homogeneous
in that we are an all-Windows shop. However, it is heteroge-
neous in that our servers are hosted on a variety of hardware
platforms and are a mixture of Windows NT 4.0 and
Windows 2000 Server.

Like many Windows systems administrators, I long ago
grew tired of the “point, click, drag, and drop” adminis-
tration taught and described in so many technical manuals
and vendors’ training courses. I began to research and use
various types of command line, resource kit, and scripting
language techniques to leverage my work more quickly
and accurately across the platforms that I administer. My
scripting language of choice is Perl because it’s powerful,
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flexible, challenging to learn and fun to use, free, well-documented,
and widely supported.

For a readily available problem with a straightforward solution, I
decided to answer the question “How much memory and what type
is installed in each of my servers right now?” by writing a script
using Perl and WMI.

Hopefully, this article will show you how and motivate you to
write scripts that interact similarly with the systems in your shop,
and you can spend more time getting the information you need and
less time pointing and clicking. Before running through the script,
we need to walk through the target environment to ensure every
prerequisite is in place.

TOOLS/SETUP

Disclaimer: for purposes of this article, I envision the simplest
and least intrusive configuration possible, especially for the script’s
targets. More complex implementations are left as an exercise for
the reader (I’ve been waiting a long time to write that). I highly rec-
ommend testing this (and any network administration program) in
a test environment prior to attempting its use in your production
environment. This is especially true if any script you consider using
will write any or delete information.

I run the script from, and the output is displayed to, my laptop,
which is my daily use workstation, so the workstation to run this
script must have ActiveState Perl (also known as Win32 Perl) on it.

Additionally, each target machine must run WMI, which is
implemented in the “Windows Management Instrumentation” and
“Windows Management Instrumentation Driver Extensions” ser-
vices. Ensure these two services are enabled, started, and correctly
configured through your control panel Services applet. Window
2000 and XP install with WMI “out-of-the-box.” Windows NT 4.0
(WinNT) servers and WinNT and ME workstations must have Core
WMI installed on them separately. WMI is freely available from the
Microsoft Web site for Windows 95, 98, and NT 4.0. See Figure 1.

Finally, the user running the script must have permissions to
access the WMI repository on the remote machine. Again, this user
may need more powerful permissions than your normal user
account, and in fact may be a Domain Administrator account. Use
great care when and how you implement scripts using such
accounts: much havoc can be wreaked very quickly!

USE THE RESOURCE, LUKE

Microsoft provides an oft-overlooked resource, Software
Development Kits (SDK). SDKs are packages of information rela-
tive to various products, for example, Platform, IIS, Windows
Media Player, .NET servers, and many more. These repositories of
information provide documentation, articles, script examples, code,
and tools for free. SDKs will reveal the secrets of many mysteries
if you take the time to peruse them.

SDKs are provided with the Microsoft Developer Network
(MSDN), as well as online and available for download at the
Microsoft Web site.

Because I wanted a local copy and the included tools, I down-
loaded and installed the Windows Platform and WMI SDKs on my
workstation. SDKs contain much more information than I could
relay even if I used all 2,500 words allotted for this article. The
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FIGURE 1: THE SERVICES CONTROL PANEL ON WINDOWS 2000 

FIGURE 2: BROWSING THE SDK 

FIGURE 3: SAMPLE OUTPUT 
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directory on my system where SDK resides
consumes some 500MB, and I chose to install
options limited to my immediate interest.

To learn more about scripting objects,
access the SDK. There’s a menu on the left
panel, and articles and information appear
in the right panel. In the menu on the left,
drill down through Setup and System
Administration, Windows Management
Instrumentation, SDK Documentation, then
Using WMI. The “Getting Management
Information from an Existing Application”
article explains the process of instantiating a
WMI object and pulling information from
it. Some other topics include the Component
Object Model (COM), Automation, and
Scripting. If you are an absolute beginner, I
recommend reading through the topics
available on scripting. There are also a num-
ber of excellent books in the Resources
section. Tip: in the local version, you can
alternate-click on a topic and choose to print
a topic and all its sub-topics from the context-
based menu. See Figure 2 (on page 24).

WMI programming is similar to COM
and Automation scripting in that your script
manipulates “objects.” First, an object is
obtained (“instantiated,” in object-oriented
programming parlance). Once that is success-
fully done, then the methods and properties
exposed by the object are available to use in
your script. Methods are very similar to
function calls, while properties are similar
to variables. What you will be able to do is
defined by the methods and properties
defined in the object—which is why having
available the documentation for the object
you wish to manipulate is vital.

Once we understand the basic process,
researching the details of the object to be
scripted under WMI is a breeze. Prior to
beginning to write the script, we need to dis-
cover how to access the appropriate objects
through a script, and see details of the data
structure that holds the information about
physical memory on the machines.

In this case, open the SDK documenta-
tion and browse to the Setup and System
Administration Topic, then Windows Manage-
ment Instrumentation, WMI Classes, Win32
Classes, Computer System Hardware
Classes, then finally, Win32_PhysicalMemory.
The topic appears in the right pane. Near the
top is an outlined box that tells what data
type to expect and what name to use in your
script to access the underlying data.

The data found in the Win32_Physical-
Memory documentation is used to determine

which values will need to be used, what
their type is, and whether they are read-only
or read-write. The description provides the
data structure, the property name, and the
underlying data type. Sometimes, as in the
case of FormFactor, the data is supplied as
an integer value, but the corresponding tex-
tual values are provided as a table in the
text. For instance, WMIMemory.pl initial-
izes a hash which encodes memory types to
their corresponding textual values; these
textual values were taken directly from the
documentation referenced here.

Please see the Resources section for more
information on obtaining WMI Core,
ActiveState Perl, Software Development
Kits, and the MSDN Library.

AND NOW, THE SCRIPT

As shown in Figure 4 (on page 25), the
script, WMI_Memory.pl, begins with a use
Win32::OLE statement that provides access
to the Win32::OLE module. This module is
pre-installed with the ActiveState distribution
of Perl, although to make it available to your
script, it must be called out explicitly. OLE
stands for Object Linking and Embedding,
and is the foundation technology upon which

Component Object Model (COM) is built.
Further discussion of OLE, COM, and object-
oriented programming is beyond the scope of
this article. These are excellent topics to
research in the SDK and elsewhere.

WMI_Memory.pl looks for a list of server
names provided on the command line when
the script is executed; if run without argu-
ments, it merely uses the local hostname
and acts on the local machine (the @ARGV
array is populated by elements found on the
command line at program execution). The
version of WMIMemory.pl I use in produc-
tion is slightly different in how it picks its
targets and generates reports, but this ver-
sion performs essentially the same task.

Once the list of target servers is available
in @ARGV, a main processing loop iterates
once for each target. First, a WMI “moniker
string” is constructed in the $Moniker vari-
able that provides access to each machine in
turn. Then, if the GetObject method suc-
cessfully returns with an instantiation of a
WMI object, a short header is written using
the MEMORYHEADER format block, then
the MEMORYDATA format is selected as
the memory objects are looped over.

The nested foreach block loops over each
instance of the Win32_PhysicalMemory
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#!c:\\perl\\bin

#  WMI_Memory.pl
#  A short script to read memory values using WMI
#  Kent Manley/09 October 2002
#
#  Warning: This script is offered as-is with no warranty or assumption of liability on
the author’s part.
#  Whatsoever.  None.  Run it at your own risk.  Really.
#

use Win32::OLE qw( in ); # “in” method used for dealing with object collections

#  This hash is generated from the MS WMI documentation
%MEMORYTYPE = (

1   =>  ‘Unknown’,
2   =>  ‘Other’,
3   =>  ‘DRAM’,
4   =>  ‘Synchronous DRAM’,
5   =>  ‘Cache DRAM’,
6   =>  ‘EDO’,
7   =>  ‘EDRAM’,
8   =>  ‘VRAM’,
9   =>  ‘SRAM’,
10  =>  ‘RAM’,
11  =>  ‘ROM’,
12  =>  ‘Flash’,
13  =>  ‘EEPROM’,
14  =>  ‘FEPROM’,
15  =>  ‘EPROM’,
16  =>  ‘CDRAM’,
17  =>  ‘3DRAM’,
18  =>  ‘SDRAM’,
19  =>  ‘SGRAM’

);

unless( scalar @ARGV ) { push( @ARGV, Win32::NodeName() ) };

foreach $Machine( @ARGV ) {
Continued on page 26.

FIGURE 4: WMI_MEMORY.PL, A SAMPLE MANAGEMENT SCRIPT 
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object, increments the $Total (memory) by
the {Capacity} found in that instance,
assigns the memory type by reference to the
hash initialized at the beginning of the code.
The $Capacity variable has its data formatted
for readability by the FormatNum subrou-
tine, then these values are written using the
MEMORYDATA format.

After the inner loop is finished, then the
$Total variable has its data formatted and
then is printed out using the MEMORYTO-
TAL format. The remaining code text blocks
are the FormatNum subroutine block, and
the three formats previously mentioned.

Figure 3 (on page 24) shows the script’s
usage and output.

CONCLUSION

One can see that many of the variables
used in the script were taken directly from
the SDK documentation identified in the
article. Although not intuitive, the process
of instantiating an object and manipulating
its properties using the object’s methods is
straightforward and very powerful.

Scripts using tools and facilities freely
available in the Windows network operating
system environment can provide powerful
mechanisms for gathering information and
managing the network environment.

With a little investigation and some
practice, you should be able to use WMI to
gather data about and perhaps modify
operational settings for servers or worksta-
tions that you manage.

Perhaps the greatest impediment to
implementing these powerful tools is a gen-
eral lack of knowledge of how to apply
them. This article attempted to provide a
short background review of WMI, to
demonstrate its use, and a few sources of
information to get you started.  

NaSPA member Kent Manley is the network
and systems administrator for Number Six
Software, Inc., and he enjoys tinkering with
the bits and bytes strewn about his office.
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$Machine =~ s/\\+//; # Remove any backslashes from the target name inputs

$Moniker = “WinMgmts:{impersonationLevel=impersonate}!//$Machine”;

if( $WMI = Win32::OLE->GetObject( $Moniker ) ) {
undef $Memory;
$Total = 0;
$~ = “MEMORYHEADER”;
write;
$~ = “MEMORYDATA”;

foreach $Memory ( in( $WMI->InstancesOf( “Win32_PhysicalMemory” ) ) ) {
$Total += $Memory->{Capacity};
$Mem = $MEMORYTYPE{$Memory->{MemoryType}};
$Capacity = FormatNum( $Memory->{Capacity} );
write;

}
$Total = FormatNum( $Total );
$~ = “MEMORYTOTAL”;
write;
}

}

sub FormatNum {
my( $Number ) = @_; # assign local $Number to the input value
while( $Number =~ s/^(-?\d+)(\d{3})/$1,$2/ ){}; # Regex puts commas between every group

of three digits
return( $Number );

}

format MEMORYHEADER =
System Report:    \\@<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

$Machine
Type              Memory (Bytes)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
.
format MEMORYDATA = 
@<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<  @<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
$Mem, $Capacity
.
format MEMORYTOTAL = 

================
@<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
$Total

.

FIGURE 4: CONTINUED 
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